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Changing Landscape: Growing Shift to E-Resources
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Mark Young and Martha 
Kyrillidou, ARL Statistics 2004-

05 (Washington: Association of 
Research Libraries, 2005).

The greater convenience of electronic resources significantly 
enhances teaching and research.



Growing Shift to E-Resources: New Challenges 

• No longer maintain ownership as with print.

• Access controlled by publishers.

• Usability is technology dependent.

This shift poses a unique challenge for librarians in 
providing future access to scholarly e-journals:

• Usability is technology dependent.

• It is unclear who is responsible for preservation. 

Is it the library’s responsibility?

Is it the publisher’s responsibility?



Growing Shift to E-Resources: Library Response

• Include “perpetual access” language in license agreement.

• Obtain “self-archiving” rights.

• Retain print copies.

Librarians are unclear about the source of a preservation 
solution and seek to adapt:   

• Retain print copies.

http://www.library.yale.edu/~llicense/index.shtml



Growing Shift to E-Resources: JSTOR Response

Librarian concerns over e-journal vulnerabilities and 
additional cost of managing print led JSTOR to 
investigate of e-journal archiving.

• In 2002, JSTOR initiated a project known as the Electronic-
Archiving Initiative.

• The goal was to facilitate the community’s transition to 
reliance upon electronic scholarly journals by developing a 
technological infrastructure and sustainable business model 
to to preserve scholarly e-journals.

• E-journal archiving capacity need for the broader community.

• Portico was launched in 2005 by JSTOR and Ithaka, with 
support from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.



Portico – The Organization

•Mission - to preserve scholarly literature published in 
electronic form and to ensure that these materials 
remain available to future generations of scholars, 
researchers, and students.

• Structure - a not-for-profit organization that provides • Structure - a not-for-profit organization that provides 
a centralized and geographically replicated archive.

• Philosophy - to utilize the best practice of managed 
preservation and a cooperative archiving model that 
balances the interests of libraries and publishers. 



Portico’s E-Journal Archiving Service

• Collect peer-reviewed journal content directly from 
publisher participants.

� 33 Publisher participants entrusting nearly 6,000 titles. 

(http://www.portico.org/about/part_publishers.html)

� Current e-journal content (“born digital”) or digitized print � Current e-journal content (“born digital”) or digitized print 

(“reborn digital”).

� Range from commercial, university press, and professional 

society publishers.

� Sign 3-year archiving agreement.

� Make annual financial contribution according to annual journals 

revenue (range from $250 to $75,000).

� Content cannot be removed.



Portico’s E-Journal Archiving Service

•Make electronic journal content available to library 
participants upon its loss to the community.

� Over 340 Library participants. 

(http://www.portico.org/about/participating_libraries.html)

� Sign 5-year archiving agreement.� Sign 5-year archiving agreement.

� Range in size from small liberal arts colleges to large university 

systems.

� 25% from eight countries outside the U.S.

� Libraries are asked to make an Annual Archive Support (AAS) 

payment to defray the cost of e-journal preservation that is 

based upon a library’s total Library Materials Expenditures (LME). 

� Libraries that initiate support in 2007 are designated “Portico 

Archive Founders” and receive a savings toward their AAS.



Portico Archive Access Model

• Libraries that offer financial support to Portico Archive 
can get access archived content.

• Two scenarios when libraries can access archived 
content:

1) Specific trigger event conditions prevail and titles 
are no longer available from the publisher or other are no longer available from the publisher or other 
sources.

2) Participating publisher chooses Portico as one of 
their designated mechanisms for meeting post-
cancellation or “perpetual access.”

• Until a trigger event or post-cancellation access claim, 
select librarians at participating libraries are granted 
password-controlled access for archive audit and 
verification purposes.



Trigger Events

•When a publisher ceases operations and titles are no 
longer available from any other source

•When a publisher ceases to publish and offer a title 
and it is not offered by another publisher or entity

•When back issues are removed from a publisher’s 
offering and are not available elsewhere.

•When back issues are removed from a publisher’s 
offering and are not available elsewhere.

• Upon catastrophic failure by publisher delivery 
platform for a sustained period of time.

For all libraries supporting Portico, trigger events initiate 
campus-wide access regardless of whether a library 
previously subscribed to the publisher’s offering.



Portico’s E-Journal Archiving Service

• Assuring the future access and usability of digital content 
by through managed preservation.

� Preservation infrastructure is operational.

� Over 520,000 articles ingested and preserved.

Archiving pipeline will steadily grow to ~500,000 articles per � Archiving pipeline will steadily grow to ~500,000 articles per 

month.

“…preservation is applying activities needed to 
protect digital content from the effects of 
technology obsolescence , fading human recall, 
media deterioration.” 

Dr. Henry Gladney 

H.M. Gladney, Digital Preservation in a National Context, D-Lib Magazine 13(1/2), Jan/Feb 2007 



Portico Strategic Approach to Archiving & Preservation

1.Capture the intellectual content of the journal, including the 
text, images, tables, and limited functionality such as internal 
linking. 



Intellectual Content of Journal

• Publisher’s “look and feel” and value-added features are 
not captured for long-term preservation. 



Portico Strategic Approach to Archiving & Preservation

1.Capture the intellectual content of the journal, including the 
text, images, tables, and limited functionality such as internal 
linking. 

2.Compliment the publisher’s journal production workflow 
process by archiving “source files”. process by archiving “source files”. 



Typical Publisher Production Workflow Pre-1995

Print is single output

Print Typesetter



Typical Publisher’s Production Workflow Post-1995 

Repurpose to multiple outlets

“Electronic” Typesetter

Publishers use XML “intelligent” mark-up to 
describe the content’s structure and to more easily 
create new products for other distribution formats 
and technology platforms.



Portico Compliments Publisher’s Production Workflow  

Source Files

• Archiving the richest and most comprehensive e-
journal content available.

• Reduces or eliminates the dependency on specific 
technology platforms for future use of e-journal 
content.



Portico Strategic Approach to Archiving & Preservation

1.Capture the intellectual content of the journal, including the 
text, images, tables, and limited functionality such as internal 
linking. 

2.Compliment the publisher’s journal production workflow 
process by archiving “source files”.process by archiving “source files”.

3.Utilize managed preservation practices that focus on 
migrating files as technology changes and preservation 
formats are developed.



Portico Managed Preservation

Source files undergo numerous processing steps 
to identify, classify, and validate.

Convert or “normalize” XML files to NLM Archiving 
and Interchange document type definition (DTD), if 
necessary. 

Apply metadata wrapper based on Metadata Encoding and 
Transmission (METS) standard and Preservation Metadata 
Information Strategy (PREMIS).

Perform quality control and create standard archival package.

Deposit package in archive management system.



Portico Managed Preservation

• Perform migration action to support preservation.

•Migrate from one archival format to another.

• Helps to assure archival robustness of file format.

PDF/?

PDF/1.6

TIFF



Portico Strategic Approach to Archiving & Preservation

1.Capture the intellectual content of the journal, including 
the text, images, tables, and limited functionality such as 
internal linking. 

2.Compliment the publisher’s journal production workflow 
process by archiving “source files”.

3. Utilize managed preservation practices that focus on 
migrating files as technology changes and preservation 
formats are developed.

4.Replicate archive to detect and recover from loss or 
damaged files.



Portico Replication

•Make multiple copies of archival objects and distribute to 
appropriate remote locations.

• Off-line replication: store copies of archived objects on media not 
connected to a live computer system and disperse the media to 
remote locations (2007-08). 

• On-line replication: store copies of archived objects in a live 
computer system (2009-).



Portico Strategic Approach to Archiving & Preservation

1.Capture the intellectual content of the journal, including 
the text, images, tables, and limited functionality such as 
internal linking. 

2.Compliment the publisher’s journal production workflow 
process by archiving “source files”.

3. Utilize managed preservation practices that focus on 
migrating files as technology changes and preservation 
formats are developed.

4.Replicate archive to detect and recover from loss or 
damaged files.

5.Render archive to support the delivery of files to current 
technology platform.



Portico Content Delivered via Rendition

• Content is rendered to support current delivery platform, 
i.e. web browser. 

• Rendition engine can be modified to meet new technology 
requirements.











Conclusion



What Portico Is



Benefits to Libraries & Publishers

• Facilitates the transition to reliance upon electronic resources 
by meeting need for trusted, third-party archive.  

• Provides a practical mechanism to address “perpetual access” 
needs, without negative impact on publishers. 

• Shared infrastructure or “virtual stacks” reduces preservation • Shared infrastructure or “virtual stacks” reduces preservation 
costs system wide. 

• May enable savings through reduced processing, publishing, 
and storage of print resources.

• Provides a means of assuring access to e-resources over the 
long term and protects against gaps in library collections.



Consortia Savings

• To recognize cost savings achieved by working with 
groups of libraries, Portico offers 5% savings to 
libraries that are members of consortia that facilitate 
discussions with Portico.

� ‘Letter of Understanding’ between Portico and 

Consortium governing body formalizes relationship.Consortium governing body formalizes relationship.

� Consortia savings can be combined with Archive 

Founders participation savings, e.g. 5% + 10% = 15%

Carolina Consortia METRO NELINET NERL

ASERL AULC BLC CIC

CARL GWLA Oberlin Group SOLINET

Orbis-Cascade MLNC NYSHEI TRLN

PALINET





Ask me questions!

Ken DiFiore
ken.difiore@portico.orgken.difiore@portico.org

www.portico.org


